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‘SMARTIES’ SCARF 

*What do you need:

-Leftovers, different colors. I used Scheepjes Stone washed

-6 skeins of Scheepjes Stone washed, color smokey quartz

-Hook 4


*Measurements:

78 x 8,5 inches


The scarf consists of 144 squares. One square consists of 1 ‘smartie’ and 2 rows. Join as you go in the 
second row.


*Abbreviatians, US terms:

dc    - double crochet

edc  - extended double crochet ( start just like a dc, yarn over through 1 loop, yarn over through 2 loops, 
yarn over through 2 loops ).

sc    - single crochet

ch    - chain

sl st  - slipstich

st(s)  - stitch(es)


*Instructions:


‘Smartie’


-Make magic ring, ch 3, 11 edc. Close with sl st in  third ch. Cut the thread, not to short! This thread you 
need to pick up stitches. 
-Work away yarn tail magic ring

-Turn work so that the right side is on the outside 
-Pick up 12 st in the back loop, pull the thread. Work away yarn tail.







1- work away yarn 
tail magic ring

2- right side on the 
outside

3- pick up 12 st in 
back loop

4- pull the thread
5- 12 loops on the 
backside
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Square:


Row 1- 1 dc in one of the 12 loops on backside of the ‘smartie’, ch 3 (= corner), 3 dc in the next 3 loops, ch 
3, 3 dc in the next 3 loops, ch 3, 3 dc in the next 3 loops, ch3, 2 dc in the last 2 loops. Close with a sl st in 
the dc.




Row 2- to corner with sl st. In the corner ch 3 (= 1e edc), 2 edc, ch 2, 3 edc, 1 edc between the next two 
dc, 1 dc between the next two dc, in the corner 3 edc, ch 2, 3 edc, 2 edc between the next three dc, in the 
corner 3 edc, ch2, 3 edc, 2 edc between the next three dc, in the corner 3edc, ch 2, 3 edc, 2 edc in the next 
three dc, close with a sl st in the ch 3. 













Complete the first square, de rest of the squares are crochet together in the second row.


Front Back

2 edc between dc

8 edc 

corner



*Joining:
















*Joining one side


Step 1- row 2, in the corner, ch 3, 2 edc, ch 2, 3 edc, 2 edc between the next 3 dc, ch 2, join with sl st in the 
first edc from above lying square ( photo arrow 1 )


Step 2- 8 edc, join with sl st in last edc above lying square ( photo arrow 2 ), finish row 2, close with sl st


*Joining two sides,  


the first two steps


Step 3- ch 2, join with sl st in the first edc from beside lying square ( photo arrow 3 )


Step 4- 8 edc, join with sl st in last edc from beside lying square ( photo arrow 4 ), finish 2 row, close with sl 
st.
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*Last row around the scarf


Sl st in the back loop of 8 edc, ch 3, skip the ch 2 spaces, 8 sl st, ch 3, continue. In the corners 2 sl st in 
the back loop of the ch 2
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